This paper presents approximation methods for the performance analysis of long manufacturing lines, i.e. lines with more than two machines and one buffer, that have both quality and operational failures. We describe three different versions of long flow lines that differ in the locations of the inspection stations and in the sets of machines that each inspection station monitors. We explain a transformation method that approximates long manufacturing lines that have quality and operational failures with long lines that only have operational failures. Such lines can be evaluated by decomposition methods. We introduce other approximations to quantify the effects of the separation of inspections from operations. Comparison with simulation shows that the solution methods provide reliable performance estimates.
Introduction

Motivation
A number of different kinds of analytical models of twomachine-one-buffer (2M1B) lines have been developed for which exact solutions have been found (Dallery and Gershwin, 1992; Gershwin, 1994; Kim, 2004; Kim and Gershwin, 2005) . The analysis of lines with more than two machines is more difficult since it leads to a higher dimension state space and it increases the number of boundary conditions. In the case of a continuous model, in which material traveling through the production system is treated as if it were a continuous fluid, increasing the length of a line increases the dimension of the internal transition equations, which are partial differential equations (Gershwin, 1994) . Thus, it appears that obtaining a solution for flow lines with more than two machines requires approximation. A number of approximation methods, in particular decomposition, have been developed for analyzing long flow lines with operational failures; see Dallery and Gershwin (1992) for a survey. See also Burman (1995) and Gershwin and Burman (2000) . Kim (2004) and Kim and Gershwin (2005) introduced quality failures into this literature. In earlier papers, machines could be either operational (up) or under repair (down). In the newer models, there are more states, such * Corresponding author as operational and making good quality parts (up/good), operational but making poor quality parts (up/bad), and under repair (down). The machine is allowed to be in the up/bad state because the quality failure has not yet been detected; and the transition from up/bad to down results from that detection. Kim and Gershwin (2005) analyzed single machines with three states and 2M1B systems in which both machines have three states.
In this paper we describe approximate techniques for long flow lines with both quality and operational failures. Many different kinds of long manufacturing lines exist: with different topologies (e.g., tandem, parallel, assembly/disassembly, and closed loops), different quality failures, different inspection policies, and so on. Here, we focus on three long flow line cases and provide solution methods. Analysis of other long manufacturing lines is a promising topic for future research.
Outline
In Section 2 we review fundamental concepts such as decomposition, quality failures, a single-machine model and a two-machine model. Decomposition methods to analyze three different kinds of long manufacturing lines with quality and operational failures are presented in Sections 3, 4 and 5. The analysis of lines with ubiquitous inspection, in which inspection occurs after each machine, is described in Section 3. Section 4 treats a line with a single inspection station at the end of the line which inspects only the feature produced in the first machine. A line with a single 0740-817X C 2008 "IIE"
Long lines with quality and operational failures 285 inspection station at the end of the line which inspects the features produced at all the machines is studied in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper.
Background and literature review
Decomposition
Decomposition is a widely used performance evaluation technique that approximates a k-machine line L with a set
separated by a buffer B(i).
This decomposition is illustrated in Fig. 1 for a four-machine line.
The squares (machines), circles (buffers) and arrows at the top of this figure represent the line to be analyzed. Here, we consider a model in which material is treated as though it is continuous. (Detailed descriptions of the twomachine line model appear in Gershwin and Schick (1980) and Gershwin (1994) and of the long line model in Burman (1995) and Gershwin and Burman (2000) .) Machines are unreliable and buffers are finite.
In the previous literature in which quality was not considered, each machine M i has three parameters. The production rate while the machine is operational and not blocked or starved (i.e., when its downstream buffer is not full and its upstream buffer is not empty) is µ i . That is, during an interval of length δt, M i transfers µ i δt from buffer B i−1 to buffer B i . When the machine is operational and not starved or blocked, it fails during an interval of length δt with probability p i δt. When the machine is in its failed state, the probability that it will be repaired during an interval of length δt is r i δt. Buffer B i has one parameter, its capacity N i .
The use of decomposition for the analysis of long flow lines was proposed by Zimmern (1956) for lines with machines with operation-dependent failures and by Sevast'yanov (1962) for machines with time-dependent failures. Both authors used the continuous model and considered only the case of homogeneous lines in which all machines have the same processing rates. For the analysis of the discrete model of long homogeneous lines, approximate decomposition equations were proposed by Gershwin (1987) . The set of decomposition equations proposed by Gershwin was efficiently solved by the DDX algorithm, which was formulated by Dallery et al. (1988) .
The principle of the decomposition is that the behavior of the material flow in buffer B(i) of line L(i) closely matches that of the flow in buffer B i of line L. Machine M u (i) represents the part of the line L upstream of B i and machine M d (i) represents the part of the line downstream from B i . Machine M u (i) has three parameters which must be determined: µ u (i), p u (i), and r u (i), the operational production rate, the failure rate, and the repair rate. Similarly M d (i) has three unknown parameters:
Decomposition techniques for non-homogeneous continuous long lines with operation dependent failures are more complex than for other models. Machines may have different speeds, and the machines can be slowed down due to partial blockage and partial starvation. (Partial blockage occurs when a slow machine follows a fast machine. When they are both operating, the buffer between them fills up, which forces the faster upstream machine to operate at a slower speed than it does when the buffer is not full. Partial starvation is similar.) A decomposition technique for a continuous long line with different operation speeds and operation-dependent failures was first proposed by Glassey and Hong (1993) . Another method, the Accelerated DDX (ADDX) algorithm, which was formulated by Burman (1995) , converges faster and gives more accurate estimates. (See also Gershwin and Burman (2000) .)
Quality models
The need to include quality in the design of production lines was identified by Inman et al. (2003) . Quality failures are of two extreme types, depending on the characteristics of variations that cause the failures. In the quality literature, these variations are called common (or chance or random) cause variations and assignable (or special or unusual) cause variations (Montgomery, 1991) .
Common-cause failures are those in which the quality of each part is independent of that of the others. Such failures often occur when an operation is sensitive to external perturbations such as a random defect in a raw material or the operation uses a new technology that is difficult to control. This is inherent in the design of the process and cannot be removed. Such failures can be represented by independent Bernoulli random variables, in which a binary random variable, indicating whether or not the part is good, is chosen each time a part is operated on. A good part is produced with probability π (the yield of the machine), and a bad part is produced with probability 1 − π . The occurrence of a bad part implies nothing about the quality of future parts, so no permanent changes can have occurred in the machine. Most of the quantitative literature on inspection allocation assumes this kind of quality failure (for example, Raz (1986) , Deliman and Feldman (1996) , Viswanadham et al. (1996) , Han et al. (1998) , and Lee and Unnikrishnan (1998) ). In this case, if bad parts are destined to be scrapped, it is useful to catch them as soon as possible because the longer before they are scrapped, the more they consume the capacity of downstream machines and buffers. However, there is no reason to stop a machine that has produced a bad part due to this kind of failure.
The quality failures due to assignable cause variations are those in which a quality failure happens only after a change occurs in the machine. When the change causes a huge deviation in the process mean, it is very likely that once a bad part is produced, all subsequent parts will be bad until the machine is repaired. Here, there is much more incentive to catch defective parts and stop the machine quickly. In addition to minimizing the waste of downstream capacity, this strategy minimizes the further production of defective parts. For this kind of quality failure, there is no inherent measure of yield because the fractions of parts that are good and bad depend on how soon bad parts are detected and how quickly the machine is stopped for repair. We call these quality failures persistent quality failures. Most quantitative studies in statistical quality control are dedicated to finding efficient inspection policies (sampling interval, sample size, and others) to detect this type of quality failure (Woodall and Montgomery, 1999) .
In reality, there also may be cases where failures occur independently but at different rates, depending on the state of the machine. A machine may produce good parts even under the influence of assignable cause variations (i.e., when it is out of control), and it may produce defective parts when it is in control. These are referred to in Kim (2004) as multiple-yield quality failures. Specifically, the machine may produce good parts with a high probability π when it is in good working order; when it is in need of adjustment, however, it might produce good parts with probability π < π.
In this paper, we focus on machines with persistent quality failures. The extension of our results to systems with multiple-yield quality failures, in which there are two quality states, is straightforward.
Single-machine model
There are many possible ways to characterize the states of a machine for the purpose of simultaneously studying machines with quality and operational failures. In this section, we summarize the single-machine model of Kim (2004) and Kim and Gershwin (2005) . The machine is modeled as a discrete state, continuous-time Markov process. Material is assumed continuous, and µ is the speed at which a machine processes material while it is operating and not constrained by other machines or buffers. The machine has three states. See Fig. 2 . In the model:
1. State 1: the machine is operating and producing good parts (up/good). 2. State -1: the machine is operating and producing bad parts (up/bad). 3. State 0: the machine is not operating (down).
When the machine is in state -1, it is producing defective parts but the operator is unaware of this fact; as soon as inspection reveals that defective parts are being produced, the machine is taken to state 0 for quality maintenance.
The machine therefore has two different failure modes (i.e., transition to failure states from state 1):
1. Operational failure: transition from state 1 to state 0. The machine stops producing parts due to a failure such as a motor burnout. 2. Quality failure: transition from state 1 to state -1. The machine stops producing good parts (and starts producing bad parts) due to a failure such as sudden tool damage.
All transition times are exponentially distributed. When a machine is in state 1, it can fail due to a non-quality-related event. It goes to state 0 with transition probability rate p, which is the reciprocal of the Mean Time to Fail (MTTF). After that an operator fixes it, and the machine goes back to state 1 with transition probability rate r , the reciprocal of the mean time to repair. Sometimes, due to an assignable cause, the machine begins to produce bad parts, so there is a transition from state 1 to state -1 with a probability rate of g. We call the reciprocal of g the Mean Time To Quality Failure (MTQF). A more stable operation leads to a larger MTQF value and a smaller g.
The machine, when it is in state -1, can be stopped for two reasons: it may experience the same kind of operational failure as it does when it is in state 1; or the operator may stop it for repair when he learns that it is producing bad parts. We assume that the transition from state -1 to state 0 occurs at probability rate f = p + h where h is the reciprocal of the Mean Time To Detect (MTTD). A more reliable inspection leads to a shorter MTTD and a larger f . (The detection can take place elsewhere, for example at a remote inspection station.) Note that this implies that f > p.
A larger h = f − p means that the MTTD is smaller and that fewer bad parts escape detection. Note that we are only modeling misses or false negatives; we are not modeling false alarms or false positives. That is, we do not consider the possibility of declaring a good part as being bad. For simplicity, we assume that whenever a machine is repaired, it goes back to state 1.
To determine the production rates of a single machine, Kim and Gershwin (2005) determine the steady-state probability distribution. They find that the total production rate, including good and bad parts, is
The effective production rate, the production rate of good parts only, is
Since there is no scrapping, the rate at which parts enter the system is equal to the rate at which parts leave the system, so that the yield is
The 2M1B model
In this section, we summarize the analytic model of a 2M1B system with quality and operational failures (Fig. 3 ) that has been studied by Kim (2004) and Kim and Gershwin (2005) . First they developed formulas for the production rate of good parts and all parts in the infinite-buffer and zero-buffer cases. Then they analyzed a continuous material, continuous-time model of a two-machine, one-finitebuffer system. The state of a 2M1B system is defined as (x, α 1 , α 2 ) where:
The parameters of machine M i are µ i , r i , p i , f i , and g i as explained in Section 2.3, and the buffer size is N. To determine the production rate and average inventory for this system, Kim (2004) and Kim and Gershwin (2005) formulated and solved the steady-state transition equations. This is a set of nine ordinary differential equations for the probability density functions f (x, α 1 , α 2 ), and several boundary conditions for x = 0 and x = N, which are equations for the density and probability masses P(0, α 1 , α 2 ), and P(N, α 1 , α 2 ).
Because boundary conditions are imposed at x = 0 and x = N (and also because of the normalization equation), this is a two-point boundary value problem. The differential equations are linear and have constant coefficients, so the system can be solved with standard methods. The performance measures are derived from the probability density function and masses. The average inventory in the buffer is given by Fig. 3 . The 2M1B model.
The total production rate is
and the production rate of good parts is
where
E /P T , and
and
Comparison with simulation shows good agreement. The formulation and solution, so far, assumes specified values for all the machines' parameters. However, there is one parameter which sometimes cannot be specified: f 1 . Recall that f 1 is the rate of transition of the first machine from state -1 (the up/bad state) to state 0 (the down state). The inverse, 1/f 1 , is the mean time to make that transition. That transition is the event that someone discovers that the machine is in the up/bad state, and consequently decides to start maintenance.
When the inspection is performed at the second machine, the time required to determine that the first machine is making bad parts depends on how many (good) parts are in the buffer when the machine goes from up/good to up/bad. That number is random, but even its mean (given by Equation (4)) is not known in advance. Kim (2004) and Kim and Gershwin (2005) treated this issue in the following approximate way: they developed a formula for f 1 as a function of x. Then they guessed f 1 and analyzed the system. This gave them a value of x which they used to obtain a new value of f 1 . This process was repeated until it converged. We extend this method to long lines in Sections 4 and 5.
Simulation
A discrete-event simulation program was written in C++ for the validation of the analytic models in this paper. For all the numerical experiments, we used a transient period of 10 000 time units followed by a 1000 000-time-unit data collection period. This ensures that a sufficient number of events are generated, since the typical value of the MTTF or MTQR is around 100 time units.
Ubiquitous inspection
Introduction
In this section, we analyze the ubiquitous inspection case illustrated in Fig. 4 
) and an efficient algorithm to solve them. For the ubiquitous inspection case, quality failures at an operation do not influence the quality of other operations because of the assumption that each operation works on different features. As a result, g i is independent of the other machines' parameters. Therefore, we have that:
Another fundamental assumption of the model is that inspection can only identify bad features made locally. Therefore, for each decomposed line L(i), (i = 1, 2, . . . k − 1) the incoming parts from upstream machines are treated as nondefective since the inspections at the decomposed line L(i) cannot detect defective parts from the upstream machines. In addition, outgoing defective parts from L(i) are not detected by the inspections at downstream machines. Thus, f i is also independent of the other machines' parameters. Therefore, we have that:
Equations (9) and (10) are a set of 4(k − 1) equations. The remaining 6(k − 1) equations are needed for the determination of µ u (i), µ d (i), r u (i), r d (i), p u (i) and p d (i), which are the parameters for machines with operational failures only. To determine these parameters, we approximate three-state machines (state 1, state -1 and state 0) by two-state machines (state 1 and state 0), as depicted in Fig. 5 . The two up states (state 1 and state -1) of the three-state machine are consolidated into one up state (state 1 ) of the two-state machine.
For a three-state machine in isolation, Kim and Gershwin (2005) find that the probability of a machine being at each state is
On the other hand, for a two-state machine in isolation, the probability of a machine being at each state is
,
The probability of state 1 of the two-state machine is the sum of the probability of state 1 and state -1 of the threestate machine. Therefore
From Equations (11), (12) and (13), we have that:
To summarize, we approximate the three-state machine M i by a two-state machine M i with parameters given by µ 2st = µ 3st , r 3st = r 2st and Equation (14). We then evaluate the line made up of these two-state machines using the ADDX algorithm.
This gives the total production rate and average inventory. The effective production rate of the original line should be estimated indirectly since the two-state machine does not distinguish between the good state (1) and the bad state (-1). Since there is no scrapping, the yield of a machine is given by Equation (3):
For multiple machine lines, the system yield is the product of the individual yields. Thus, the effective production rate can be calculated by multiplying the system yield by the total production rate.
Note that there are two sources of approximation: the approximate transformation of three-state machines into two-state machines and the decomposition.
Analysis procedure
The four-machine ubiquitous inspection case, presented in Fig. 4 , can be analyzed by using the following procedure:
Step 1. Calculate the system yield:
Step 2. Transform the original line L with three-state machines into a line L with two-state machines by setting:
and 4. N i = N i , i = 1, 2 and 3.
Step 3. Calculate the total production rate and average inventory levels of the two-state machines line L from the ADDX algorithm.
Step 4. Evaluate the effective production rate by multiplying the system yield Y sys by the total production rate.
The same procedure can be used for the analysis of a general k-machine line.
Validation
Figures 6, 7 and 8 illustrate the comparison of the performance measures of a large number of four-machine lines with ubiquitous inspection, between the decomposition algorithm and simulation. By varying machine and buffer parameters, 50 cases are generated, and error percentages are plotted on the vertical axes. The parameters used for these cases are given in Kim (2004) . The average absolute errors, which are the averages of the absolute values of the error percentages, are presented in Table 1 . The estimate of total production rate shows less error than that of the effective production rate. The observation that the production rate estimates are better than average buffer levels is consistent with the rest of the decomposition literature (Dallery and Gershwin, 1992; Burman, 1995) .
Remote quality information feedback
Introduction
The second case is a line with four machines and a single inspection station as illustrated in Fig. 9 . We refer to this as the Remote Quality Information Feedback (RQIF) case. We treat this as an extension of the 2M1B quality information feedback model (Kim, 2004; Kim and Gershwin, 2005) . This is a representation of situations where most but not all operations in the manufacturing line are reliable in terms of quality, or where all manufacturing operations have a high quality but where incoming raw material causes major quality problems, and where the defects in the raw material are only identified at the end of the line. It is a special case of the situation in which there is a large separation between operation and inspection. This is not desirable, but it is sometime unavoidable. For example, in semiconductor manufacturing, some defects are detected only at the circuit-testing stage, and this can only occur after chip fabrication is complete.
The assumptions of the model are as follows.
1. The first machine (M 1 ) has both operational and quality failures. 2. The other machines have only operational failures. 3. The only inspection is located at the end of line and it can detect defects made by M 1 .
Solution method
Approximation
The four-machine RQIF case is an extension of a 2M1B line with quality information feedback. The important phenomenon here is that the time of the inspection is delayed by the long distance the first bad part must travel from M 1 to the inspection station. Depending on the characteristics of the machines, Kim (2004) and Kim and Gershwin (2005) showed that the production rate of good parts can increase or decrease as the buffer space increases (for the two-machine case), whereas for machines with only operational failures, production rate always increases as buffer space increases. We use a similar procedure to that which is used for 2M1B with quality information feedback: the adjustment of the transition probability rate of M 1 from state -1 to state 0 (f 1 , which is referred to as f q 1 when it is adjusted) as explained in Kim (2004) and Kim and Gershwin (2005) . (See also Section 2.4.) The equation for the adjustment, Equation (15), is shown in Step 2 below. After f 1 is adjusted, the RQIF case can be treated similarly to the ubiquitous inspection case.
In addition to the approximation introduced by the decomposition and the three-state-to-two-state transformation of M 1 , there is a new source of approximation: we are assuming that the time to detect the first bad part is exponentially distributed with a mean that is a function of the total average inventory in the buffers, and is independent of all events. This is certainly not true since a portion of that time depends on the amount of material in the buffers. That amount is not exponentially distributed and depends on the recent repairs and failures of all the machines. In addition, machines downstream of the first bad part may fail, and that will introduce additional non-exponentiallydistributed time into the delay. However, the comparisons with simulation described in Section 4.3 indicate that the total errors are tolerable.
Analysis procedure
The four-machine RQIF case shown in Fig. 9 can be analyzed by using the following procedure.
Step 1. Estimate (i.e., guess) the average inventory of each buffer (Inv 1 , Inv 2 and Inv 3 ). 
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Kim and Gershwin Step 2. Adjust f q 1 by using the Quality Information Feedback (QIF) formula of Kim (2004) and Kim and Gershwin (2005) :
Step 3. Calculate the system yield:
Step 4. Transform the original line L with three-state machines into a line L with two-state machines by setting: , 3 and 4) . N i = N i (i = 1, 2 and 3).
Step 5. Use the ADDX algorithm to calculate the total production rate (P T ) and average inventory Inv i at each buffer B i (i = 1, 2 and 3).
Step 6. Estimate the effective production rate (P E ) by multiplying the total production rate by the system yield.
Step 7. If the new values P T , P E and Inv i are close enough to previous values, then stop. Otherwise go to Step 2 and repeat the procedure.
Performance evaluation
Figures 10, 11 and 12 illustrate the comparison of the performance measures of a large number of four-machine RQIF lines, between the decomposition algorithm result and simulation result. By changing machines and buffer parameters, 50 cases are generated, and error percentages are plotted in the vertical axes. The parameters used for these cases are given in Kim (2004) . The average absolute errors are presented in Table 2 . Note that performance estimates of the RQIF case are slightly worse than those of ubiquitous inspection case.
Multiple quality information feedback
Introduction
Owing to the cost of inspection stations, factories are often designed in a way that multiple inspections are performed at a small number of stations. The inspection stations are usually located at the end of a portion of a line to guarantee that outgoing parts are free of defects. This is a typical example of a Multiple Quality Information Feedback (MQIF) case, which is illustrated in Fig. 13 . The assumptions of the model are as follows.
1. All the machines have both operational failures and quality failures. 2. The only inspection is located at the end of line, and it can detect non-conformities made by any of the machines (M 1 , M 2 , M 3 and M 4 ). 3. Each operation works on different features. Quality failures at an operation do not influence the quality of other operations. 4. There is no scrapping in the line; defective parts are marked and reworked later.
Solution method
The four-machine MQIF case shown in Fig. 13 is treated as an extension of the RQIF case in a sense that MQIF loops exist. We repeat the same procedure that is used for RQIF for each loop. Here, the adjusted quality failure rate f q i of M i is a function of the average inventory between M i and the last machine.
The four-machine MQIF case is analyzed by using the following procedure:
Step 1. Estimate the average inventory of each buffer (Inv 1 , Inv 2 and Inv 3 ). 
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Step 2. Adjust f q i (i = 1, 2 and 3) by using the QIF formula:
where Step 3. Calculate the system yield:
Step 4. Transform the original line L with three-state machines into a L with two-state machines by setting: 2, 3 and 4) . N i = N i (i = 1, 2 and 3).
Step 5. Use the ADDX algorithm to calculate the total production rate (P T ) and average inventory at each buffer B i (i = 1, 2 and 3).
Step 7. If the new values P T , P E and Inv i are close enough to their previous values, then stop. Otherwise go to
Step 2 and repeat the procedure.
Performance evaluation
Figures 14, 15 and 16 illustrate the comparison of the performance measures of a large number of four-machine MQIF lines, between the decomposition algorithm result and simulation result. By changing machine and buffer parameters, 50 cases are generated, and error percentages are plotted in the vertical axes. The parameters used for these cases are given in Kim (2004) . The average absolute errors are presented in Table 3 . Note that performance estimates of the MQIF case are slightly worse than these of the RQIF case, probably because the approximate QIF equation is used several times. This deterioration of performance estimates suggests that the errors tend to increase as the number of QIF loops increases. These methods are preferable to simulation for some important purposes. The models and their assumptions are easier to understand (and therefore critique). Numerical results can be found substantially more quickly than from detailed simulations. This facilitates both the development of intuition and the optimization of system design.
Future Research
Several future research directions are described in Schick et al. (2005) . Most closely related to the present paper are extensions which will make the machine quality dynamics models more realistic. These include the following.
1. Machines have only one down state. Consequently, when a machine goes down for any reason, it can only go back to the high-quality state. In effect, every repair includes a complete quality maintenance. A five-state model was proposed by Poffe and Gershwin (2005) . In addition to the two up states (up/good and up/bad), there are three down states. One operational down state corresponds to each up state; these are down states in which failures are detected immediately. The key assumption is that when a fuse blows, for example, it is replaced and the quality state of the machine is not affected. On the other hand, a quality failure occurs when the machine makes the transition from up/good to up/bad. The machine is repaired only after the defect is detected. When that happens, it goes to the third down state, the quality repair state. That is the only place where quality maintenance occurs, and the machine emerges from that state by moving to the up/good state. Note also that in the five-state model, the only way to return to the up/good state after a quality failure is through a quality repair. This is not true for the three-state model, and this is important when the only way to get to the quality repair is through a signal from a remote inspection. 2. The five-state model is still restricted because it has only two up states. A more general model would allow multiple up states to represent different quality levels. For example, the states could have different yields, or different probability distributions of a physical quantity (such as a hole-to-tool diameter), associated with them. If the states are suitably arranged, the movement from state to state could represent the deterioration of quality as the time since the last maintenance grows. 3. The policy for determining when to maintain a machine should take into account both the distance from the machine to the inspection station, especially when the quality failure dynamics of the machine are represented by the elaborate models described above. 4. The distribution of inspection stations throughout a line should be chosen optimally, taking into account the costs of inspection and the degradation of quality due to the distance from machines to inspection stations. The optimization should be based on an extension of the model of Section 5.
